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Abstract

Visualization requires high performance computers. In order to use these shared high performance computers located at national centers, we need an environment for remote visualization. Remote visualization is a special process that uses computing resources and data that are physically distributed over long distances. In our experimental environment, a parallel raytracer is designed for the rendering task. It allows us to efficiently visualize molecular dynamics simulations represented by three dimensional ball-and-stick models. Different issues encountered in creating our platform are discussed, such as I/O, load balancing, and data distribution.

1 Introduction

Scientific visualization is rapidly becoming an important part of scientific discovery, enabling researchers to explore more of their data with greater efficiency and increased comprehension. Generally, visualization [1] has been characterized as a process consisting of numerical simulation, rendering, data conversion, and image animation. This whole process requires very intensive computation power and sophisticated graphics hardware.

Several software packages for scientific visualization are available [2, 3]. However, these packages generally run only on workstation-class machines that are often not powerful enough to produce real-time visualization. This is particularly true if we visualize huge datasets with sophisticated rendering algorithms, such as raytracing. Furthermore, with significant increases in the size of the dataset, memory limitations can become a problem on workstations. Another approach is to use high-end graphics workstations as the visualization clients and submit the most computationally intensive rendering tasks to a local Supercomputer Server. The San Diego Supercomputer Center uses this approach to provide volume visualization service in the NetV system [4]. However, not all universities and research centers can afford expensive supercomputer and advanced graphics hardware. Another approach is to use a network of workstations. With the increasing speed and decreasing cost of advanced workstations, an affordable graphics platform can be created by grouping many workstations through a local network. We previously experimented with visualizing oceanography simulation [5] and thermal fluid dynamics [6], using Silicon Graphics or Sun workstations connected by a local network. In this configuration, we used a client-server model, where a master node handles scheduling of both simulation and rendering tasks among all clients.

The approach we present in this paper is to use a local workstation to view data created and rendered on a high performance parallel computer at a remote site. In this method, both the simulation and rendering computations can all be done in parallel machines. Thus, image frames are the only data transferred between the two sites. The massive amount of numeric data produced by the simulation is rendered on the parallel computer, avoiding the need to transfer the data to the local workstation. In this paper, we will address our experience in building this kind of remote visualization platform. The current experimental environment (see Figure 1) includes a few local Silicon Graphics workstations and many workstations with X terminals connected by 10 Mbytes/sec Ethernet. Remote access to the Intel Delta Touchstone machine at Caltech is provided through a 56Kbytes/sec data transfer line. Finally, to demonstrate the feasibility of our work, we present a visualization of a molecular dynamics simulation on our graphics platform.

2 Overview of Our Remote Visualization Platform

At Washington State University (WSU), we have active research in areas such as molecular dynamics, electromagnetic wave scattering, and fluid dynamics. There is increasing need to provide a visualization environment for researchers to use in analyzing their data. Through our collaboration with Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), we have access to the Intel Delta parallel computer at Caltech. Figure 2 shows the main visualization cycle in our platform. There are four main processes.
WSU face workstations uses the Unix socket network interface [9]. Both client and server open a socket interface and connect to each other through the server's Internet address and a service port. In our environment, the server site is a Sun host located at Caltech which is in charge of file transfer between the Delta and local WSU sites. The Delta site could have near real-time performance. Therefore, each node of the Delta can concentrate on its computationally intensive jobs and not suffer too much communication overhead while communicating with the other machines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor(s)</th>
<th>Rendering timings (sec.)</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1329.53</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>83.23</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>41.77</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>20.94</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>83.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Experimental results for raytracing zeolite structure.

An important issue for us in image display and animation is making the best use of the local display hardware without increasing cost. In our campus departments, there are many color X-terminals and some advanced Silicon Graphics workstations. In order to make our image output available for each potential user, we provide many image formats, such as JPEG and PPM. These formats can be viewed using many popular software packages, such as the "XV" viewer. For simple animations, we use the "MOVIE" utility in SGI to show a sequence of images.

5 Results of Molecular Dynamics Visualization

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation provides a powerful method for investigating the microscopic and macroscopic properties of many chemical systems. Researchers have used MD to study gases and liquids, polymers, biological polymers such as proteins, and solids [14]. MD simulations require the computation of forces between the atoms or particles that make up the simulation system and integration of the equations of motion to propagate the system through time. The simulation computation is done in parallel on the Delta. We are interested in simulating systems that contain 1000's to 100,000's of particles. In this paper, we will present a visualization of a zeolite. Zeolites are large inorganic crystals and are vital to the chemical and petroleum industries.

We show the result of visualizing a zeolite structure composed of silicon and oxygen atoms. We use a ball-stick model to represent the geometry. The atoms are visualized by spheres of different color and size. The bonds between atoms are represented by cylinders. Figure 3 shows the raytraced image of the zeolite structure. The CPU times and parallel efficiencies for visualizing the zeolite using our raytracer are given in table 1. The results show that our parallel raytracer can achieve almost linear speedup performance.

Ideally, the compressed image data could be transferred over the internet in real time speed between WSU and Caltech. However, performance is degraded...
- **Data simulations and data acquisitions:** Researchers submit their simulation jobs on the Intel Delta parallel computer and then obtain results in a standard output format such as the Protein Data Bank (PDB) file format. In our implementation, the PDB file is converted to a standard graphics scene format, NFF (Neutral File Format) [7].

- **Image rendering:** With an NFF file, an efficient, parallel render implemented on the Delta Touchstone machine is responsible for generating high quality of images.

- **Data communication and data compression/decompression:** The bandwidth of the internet in our environment cannot offer real-time image transfer. Thus, we exploit image data compression/decompression techniques, such as JPEG [10], to reduce the amount of data transferred between WSU and Caltech.

- **Image display and animation:** Within the limits of advanced graphics hardware, two options are provided: display of 24-bit/pixel images on SGI workstations and 8 bit/pixel on X terminals. A simple animation can be done on the SGI workstations.

3 Parallel Rendering on the Delta Touchstone

In the past, there have been many efforts to build parallel renders on parallel machines [8]. Depending on how data parallelism is exploited, most of these approaches are classified into image space and object space methods. The main design issues are the schemes used for load balancing and data distribution. Rasterizing the geometric surface data and raycasting volume data are popular techniques in visualization. In principle, they are very much alike. In our previous work [11], we designed and compared different image space load balancing strategies. The experimental results showed that no matter what the rendering situation was, our method would always be able to provide very good performance. Here, we outline the load balancing scheme presented in [11].

N processors are logically organized in a ring topology. The screen is divided into a number of a x a square regions and these regions are assigned among the processors in an interleaved fashion. A processor will first raytrace its assigned regions. When a particular node, \( P_i \), becomes idle, it will request extra work from successive nodes on the ring \( P_{i+1}, \ldots, P_N, P_1, \ldots, P_{i-1} \), until it finds a node that is active. This active node, \( P_j \), dispatches an a x a region to this request. The node will remember that node \( P_j \) was the last node from which a request was made. The next time it is idle, it will start requesting work from node \( P_j \), bypassing nodes between \( P_i \) and \( P_j \). An additional feature of this strategy is that if in the meantime, node \( P_j \) becomes idle and remembers that it received work from node \( P_k \), node \( P_j \) will jump from \( P_j \) directly to \( P_k \). In this strategy, node \( P_j \) stops its search for work if it ends up at itself or at some node that it has already visited or skipped in a search step. This ensures that the search will end when all nodes are idle. An a x a square region is used to control the granularity of workload. In our experience, we control this size in the range of 2 x 2 to 5 x 5 to obtain good results.

With the increase in the size of datasets, we cannot afford to duplicate the data in a single processor. We need an efficient method for partitioning and redistributing data. In our implementation, a shared virtual memory is designed to hold many copies of datasets in the whole system. The replication ratio is


by the current heavy load on the internet. In our experiment, we found that it takes about 1 - 10 seconds for data transfer. This I/O problem is the main bottleneck in our implementation. In the future when a higher speed network is available, real time data transfer should be possible.

6 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we present a platform for the remote visualization of scientific data. We attempt to make the best use of our available software and hardware. We demonstrate the feasibility of our method on a simple visualization of an MD simulation. Our parallel raytracer can achieve near linear speedup and provides a very high quality image. However, we cannot yet achieve real time rendering due to data transfer bottlenecks. Thus, we are investigating other techniques that can speed data visualization. For example, we are interested in other methods of visualizing scientific data, such as volume and polygon rendering. These methods can provide additional insight into scientific data with reasonable rendering rates. We are also working on a parallel data compression/decompression technique; the performance of our current visualization platform is degraded by our single node JPEG implementation. When both visualization and data compression can be done in real time, network I/O will be the main bottleneck in a remote visualization system. Hopefully, with the advent of a Gigabyte network, a real-time remote visualization system will be achieved.
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